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Abstract. Market economy, functioning in most countries of the world, is built of markets operating within it. Overviewing
its origin historically, we should analyse the stages of its development or transformations, which influenced its present
form. The markets in the economies are more or less free and the economies are more or less market, depending on the
state’s policy, the citizens’ attitudes, the legal system etc [1, p. 19–20]. These factors form the functioning of individual
markets with all the elements of their effects. The aim of the paper is the analysis of insurance markets in Poland and
Lithuania in reference to EU-15. It is subordinated to a research hypothesis, which states that insurance markets of the
surveyed countries (Poland and Lithuania), which have experienced system transformations, are further formed accord-
ing to the model of the developed-mature markets, which are functioning in market economies for many years.
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1. Introduction

Markets are processes of exchange between sellers and
buyers. These processes are influenced by numerous fac-
tors. They make a market function better – satisfying the
basic needs of all its participants, or worse, when one of
the parties has advantage or when not all of the basic needs
can be satisfied. Assessment of the market in this regard
should allow drawing conclusions of possible reasons of
such an effect.

The problem is obviously the point of reference that
allows stating what is better or worse, ie the demand of
creating a standard model.

Market analysis should apply to time characteristics:
short- and long-term functioning. The division is connected
with the possibility of influencing the market and its com-
ponents to, eg, limit unfavourable phenomena. There is
usually no possibility to make significant changes in de-
mand and supply in a short period. Changes in a long pe-
riod, however, look different. The factors operating short-
term may influence the functioning of the whole market
body in a long period. Such a signal could be price increase
on a market caused by demand increase that will create the
entrepreneurs’ larger interest in the market long-term, be-
cause of the possible profits. Also the mechanism of self-

regulation, aiming at establishing the market balance, func-
tions differently for a long term.

Therefore it should be considered whether markets could
be stable in the long term. What does market maturity mean
in this regard?

Nowadays the economy and business world is the one
of competition and social agreements. The main engines of
global changes are liberalisation, privatisation and deregu-
lation of economies. It makes nobody and nothing await
the changes to pass by. On the other hand, the impact of
global economic subjects and building over-national po-
litical-economic groups (Triada) make similar solutions and
players occur all over the world (an example could be glo-
bal brands such as Microsoft, IBM, Intel, Coca Cola, Ford,

Procter&Gamble, Shell, Nike, Allianz, AIG etc). For con-
sumers they appear in three main dimensions: assurance of
high quality, globalisation myth and social responsibility
[2].

Globalisation in this regard contributes to integration
of various, and independent at the start, markets in various
countries into cross-national world markets. It manifests in
growth of correlation of markets and production in most
countries [3].

Functioning of global enterprises makes the methods
of corporation management and creation of own markets
transfer to other countries. This, successively, creates the
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necessity of introducing new solutions, similar, however,
to the global competitors, by the subjects in the countries
the global players have already entered. In effect, it can
stabilise the market because of the participation of large
and long-term enterprises.

Long-term stabilisation of market may be consid-

ered concerning economic perfect competition theory.
According to its premises, enterprises gain zero economic
profits in a long period. It means that all the subjects will
function on similar profit level as the measure of their ef-
fectiveness. Simultaneously, with respect to generally
known premises of the model, it could be assumed that all
the subjects should function and be conducted similarly. In
this respect, it may be the basis of estimating the market
maturity. Therefore a market reaches its maturity when

the enterprises functioning there for a long-term are

conducted in a similar way. This way is a reflection of
conditions ruling such a market. It should also be assumed
that there exists a free economy, meaning that everyone
has equal chances of development and making decisions,
and that there is no significant supporting or limiting of a
particular enterprise by the state. The effects will depend
exclusively on the decisions made by the subjects accord-
ing to the rules of the market.

Perfect competition model is a virtual reflection of the
perfect solution. In real world, there function imperfect
competitive forms of markets, with a larger or smaller level
of competition. Enterprises in a long period are independ-
ent in their choice of both manufacturing factors and legal-
organisational solutions. It will depend on carrying stated
goals into effect – maximisation of profits, the enterprise
value etc.

What concerns a long term in imperfect competition
analysis, it also should be assumed that enterprises would
aspire to gain maximum profits [4]. Depending on compe-
tition level (or, in other words, monopolisation), market will
more or less unify, as far as profits, cost levels etc are con-
cerned. In spite of the meaning of competition level itself,
there are additional factors as well, such as the ability to use
the effect of the scale of production, the level of market
power, lobbing ability or market development rate. Market
maturity in imperfectly competitive structures could be
defined similarly to the perfect solution. However, in respect
to inequality in market power occurring in practice, simi-
larity of subjects must be of more relative character. It is
difficult to compare a subject owning 80 % of market shares
to a small enterprise owning 5 %. The problem of stability
and maturity is also a question of what market should be,
that is what its structure should be like, how it should func-
tion under definite conditions of the country [5]. Long-term
stability of such a market would therefore mean the stabil-
ity of its structure, conduct and performance [6]. Therefore
a mature market is the one, which, in the long-run, the

product sales’ structure and the sales’ structure, measured

in market shares and the market concentration indicator,

does not change significantly, assuming there are no major

changes in the business environment.
Obviously, the concepts of ‘significantly’ and ‘major

changes’ are not clear and must be précised for the sake of

the research included in the paper, what would be done in
further part, with the EU-15 market as the reference.

The aim of the paper is the analysis of insurance mar-
kets in Poland and Lithuania in reference to EU-15. It is
subordinated to a research hypothesis, which states that in-
surance markets of the countries, which have experienced
a system transformation are formed by the model of the
developed – mature markets, functioning under market
economies for many years.

2. Determinants of change in insurance markets

Insurance market in the world is divided into numerous
national markets. The largest and the most developed mar-
kets are based in the countries of high economic develop-
ment level, as shown in Fig 1.

On the basis of Fig 1, it is clear that the USA has the
largest market share among the analysed countries. The
share of the European countries – EU-15, was in the re-
search period of 31,14 %, which was the total set of gross
premiums at the level of $767,756 million. Therefore these
markets could be recognised as the model for the develop-
ing countries not only with regard to the collected premi-
ums (as it largely depends on the wealth of the country),
but also to the factors shaping the global conditions of in-
surance market. The most significant determinants influ-
encing the present form of financial markets in the world,
in global reference [8, p. 33–39], are:

– financial inequalities between debt and capital own-
ership;

– legal deregulation occurring on the world markets
connected with liberalisation and increasing com-
petition;

– globalisation, including: new technologies, integra-
tion of financial markets and creating of over-na-
tional financial conglomeration (banks, insurance
companies, trust investment and pension funds);

– technological processes linked to a larger and larger
influence of the Internet on economic activities;

– shareholders’ influence on enterprises’ profitability;

Source: own project based on [7]

Fig 1. Total market share of the OECD countries in insurance
business in 2001
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– aggregation of wealth in various funds – especially
pension funds.

The mentioned above changes in the global scale are
influencing, and they will cause the changes in particular
countries and regions. It concerns all the financial markets,
including the insurance ones. There could be highlighted
the factors influencing functioning of these markets locally,
especially meaningful in the analysis conducted in this pa-
per. The determinants operating within the country, in ref-
erence to the structure of conduct and effect market, in-
clude:

– market deregulation, characterised largely by its de-
monopolisation, liberalisation and openness to com-
petition, especially in the EU after the integration;

– a slowdown in the market growth resulting from a
slowdown in the growth of the economy and con-
vergence to the level of insurance penetration indi-
cated by the level of national income [9, p. 213]).

Important factors of change are also generally under-
stood conducts of buyers, shaping the size of demand for
insurance services [10], as well as the state policy creating
consumers’ conducts by imposing obligatory insurance or
establishing substitution product markets such as pension
funds, social and psychological factors such as financial
status and insurance consciousness level (and not only), as
well as insurance companies’ activities imposed by the ri-
vals to, among the others: adjusting the products to the needs
and expectations of the market, attention to the image and
professionalism of all the insurance agents. Crucial are also
[11] such features of consumers’ behaviour as demands in-
crease, loyalty decrease, growing meaning of the products
practical use. Determinants that are able to influence insur-
ance market development could be development and
changes of substitution and complementary products (such
as social insurance), legal alternations concerning insur-
ance, tax encouragement or the entrance of education into
the process of stimulating insurance consciousness (as in-
dicated by Perenc [12]).

Some of important determinants, not mentioned above,
are the transformational changes of economies. Together

with political changes of the economies of the post-com-
munist countries, also the markets have undergone trans-
formation or reconstruction – towards marketing all the
processes. It concerns also the insurance markets. The fac-
tor caused former monopolists square up against market
competition and undergo the process of economic transfor-
mation from an enterprise run by the state to a subject func-
tioning on the basis of economic effectiveness [5]. Since
the 90s, these changes influenced largely Polish and Lithua-
nian insurance market. The direction of the transformation
was generally known – marketing, however, there were
changes heading towards the solutions known in the Euro-
pean Union countries (EU-15).

3. Economic indicators in Poland and Lithuania

Transformation changes occurring in the economies of
the Baltic countries were reflected in fact in all their ele-
ments. They concerned mainly redirecting of the economic
sphere into a market one, and the political sphere into a
democratic one. Their effects could be assessed research-
ing selected macroeconomic indicators. The basic measure
is Gross Domestic Product. Its dynamics is presented in
Table 1.

The growth of GDP rate, which could have been ob-
served in the researched period, was larger in Lithuania than
in Poland. Table 2 shows the level of GDP in Poland and
Lithuania.

As Table 2 indicates, GDP is obviously higher in Po-
land than in Lithuania because of the country market. A
more objective measure here is GDP per capita (Table 3).

In the period researched it was generally larger in Po-
land. Assessing the economic growth rate and the alterna-
tions of the mentioned indicators, however, it should be
stated that Lithuanian economy develops faster.

The indicator closely connected to financial markets is
inflation rate. Its values in selected years are in Table 4.

The development of the economies of Poland and
Lithuania although visible, did not proceed at the same rate.
Lithuania managed economy transformation and its effects

Table 1. Indices of Gross Domestic Product in Poland and
Lithuania, 1995–2003

Source: [13]

raeY 5991 0002 1002 2002 3002

yrtnuoC 001=raeysuoiverP

dnaloP 701 0,401 0,101 4,101 8,301

ainauhtiL 301 9,301 4,601 8,601 0,901

Table 2. Gross Domestic Product in Poland and Lithuania, in
1990–2003, selected years, in million of USD

Source: [13]

/raeY
yrtnuoC

0991 5991 0002 3002

dnaloP 580721 585751 077232

ainauhtiL 45231 9807 43601 27931

Table 3. Gross Domestic Product per capita in Poland and
Lithuania, in 1995–2003, selected years, in USD

Source: [13]

/raeY
yrtnuoC

5991 0002 1002 3002

dnaloP 3923 8704 6474 0006

ainauhtiL 1191 4782 8503 0204

Table 4. Inflation rate in Poland and Lithuania, in 1996–2003,
selected years

Source: [13]

/raeY
yrtnuoC

6991 0002 2002 3002

dnaloP %02 %01 %8,1 %4,2

ainauhtiL %52 %1 %4,0 %1
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much better. It is indicated by both economic growth rate
and the inflation rate. Poland exceeds Lithuania only in rela-
tive value of GDP per capita indicator, although with a larger
economic development rate of Lithuania, the difference has
been so far constantly decreasing.

4. Insurance market, methodology and research

findings

Insurance markets analysis concerning their maturity
should precede according to the following pattern: firstly,
the scope of the analysis would be presented, then the ef-
fect for mature markets, which in the paper shall be repre-
sented by the insurance market of the old European Union.
To eliminate short-term fluctuations there will be established
an average value of the analysis subject. This data will be
compared with the current effects of insurance markets in
the researched countries. As a result, a short assessment of
the mentioned markets will be presented.

The research will be conducted for the following val-
ues:

– ‘density’ and ‘penetration’ indicators;
– sectors of insurance market shares (life and non-life);
– structure of the premiums collected in particular sec-

tors.
The basic measures of global insurance markets are ‘den-

sity’ and ‘penetration’ indicators. They do calculate as:
– Density = Direct Gross Premium/Population

– Penetration = Direct Gross Premium/GDP

These indicators for the EU-15 are presented in Table 5.
As the analysis of the data in the Table shows, both in-

dicators were growing in the researched period. It proves a
constant development of insurance market. The effects for
both researched countries in 2002 are in Table 6.

As Table 6 indicates, insurance in Poland and Lithuania
largely differ from the long-term indicator value. In both
cases, there should be a significant increase of insurance
market. It suggests that these markets are still in the devel-
opment stage, ie are not as mature as the markets of the
EU countries. The dynamics of the growth of these mar-
kets in the EU-15 countries is presented in Table 7.

As Table 7 indicates, market growth rate in the re-
searched countries did not differ from the ones in the
EU-15. In both countries, the rate was generally higher than
in reference to the developed markets. While analysing the
average values, it should be indicated that in the EU-15 the
average value of market growth in 1994 – 2001 was 4,6 %,
in Poland at the same time 19,1 %, while in Lithuania in
1999–2003 14,9 %. The data indicate that the two markets
can be regarded as fast growing ones. Thus they are not in
this reference mature.

The next element of the analysis is market structure.
Firstly, there will be presented the structure based on the
division of insurance market into life and non-life sectors.
Table 8 presents the structure of gross premiums in divi-
sion into life and non-life sectors.

The data presented in Table 8 indicate that in the re-
searched period there occurred a change of the market share
of individual insurance sectors. Life sector has become
dominant. Average values of the shares are 53,28 % for life,
while 46,72 % for non-life. In the countries researched, the
indicators differ from average values, as shown in Table 9.

Table 5. Density and penetration indicators in EU (15)
countries, in 1994–2001

Source: [7]

raeY 4991 5991 6991 7991 8991 9991 0002 1002

-neD
ytis

0731 2851 4661 8261 5071 8581 6291 1581

-teneP
noitar

9,6 79,6 22,7 35,7 56,7 81,8 22,9 31,9

Table 6. Density and penetration indicators in Poland and
Lithuania, 2002

/rotacidnI
yrtnuoC

dnaloP ainauhtiL
)51(UE
egareva

ytisneD 5,441 9,75 8961

noitarteneP 69,2 64,1 58,7

Source: [14] and [7]

Table 7. Gross premium in EU-15 countries, in years 1994–2001, in mln USD, previous year = 100

raeY 4991 5991 6991 7991 8991 9991 0002 1002

51-UE 875285 992666 710496 010776 563807 661967 361397 657767

scimanyD 4,411 2,401 5,79 6,401 6,801 0,001 9,201

dnaloP 4281 2032 8303 7573 4644 3664 5974 1515

scimanyD 2,621 0,231 7,321 8,811 5,401 7,711 2,111

:sraeY 9991 0002 1002 2002 3002

ainauhtiL satilnlmnI 3,934 1,734 7,774 6,687 7,338

scimanyD 5,99 3,901 7,461 0,601

Source: [7] and [15]

Table 8. Structure of premiums (life and non-life) in UE 15, in
1994–2001

raeY 4991 5991 6991 7991 8991 9991 0002 1002

efiL 6,64 3,74 8,94 4,25 0,45 5,75 7,06 7,75

-noN
efil

3,35 6,25 1,05 5,74 0,64 4,24 2,93 3,24

Source: [15]
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Lithuania, the situation is different. Definitely, life sector
predominates. The changes are also directed towards the
ones nominated by the European market. In the last years,
the disproportion between the sectors decreased. In this re-
gard, the markets will still undergo changes.

The next criterion of the analysis is the structure of the
sales of individual insurance group. Concerning the avail-
able data, it will include non-life sector of selected EU coun-
tries only (Great Britain, Germany and France), which play
the crucial part, owning totally 68 % shares in insurance
sales in the ‘old’ Union, and of Poland and Lithuania. The
basic data is presented in Table 10.

The data in Table 10 shows considerable diversity among
individual insurance groups that can be noticed for the re-
searched countries and three EU-15 countries. It is espe-
cially visible in case of motor vehicle insurance, which holds
50 % of the total non-life insurance in Poland and Lithua-
nia. The second is fire and other damages insurance. In
reference to the EU-15 countries, usual vehicle insurance
predominates, although its share in the total market is con-
siderably smaller. In addition, other types of insurance are
divided more proportionally (especially in the UK). The
market of the researched countries should therefore still un-
dergo the transformations connected with the expenses on
different insurance types. It is linked with the changes of
attitudes and consciousness of the insured population and
other general factors.

The final comparison shall be the assessment of poten-
tial competition in the researched countries. Because of the
lack of comparative data, competition in insurance market
will only be assessed in reference to the insurers and popu-
lation number, as presented in Table 11.

The data in Table 11 shows that the number of insurers
functioning in the researched countries is significantly larger
than in Poland and Lithuania. It proves that there is much
bigger choice to be done by the citizens of these countries.
Simultaneously, such a large number causes not all of the
subjects to be known and recognised. In reference to the
countries analysed in the paper, the insurer number is con-
siderably smaller. An interesting comparison would be here
the calculation of the ratio of number of a country’s popu-
lation to one insurer. Here, Poland is the only country of
such a low potential competition: more than a million citi-
zens in each sector, or approx 500 000 citizens in the whole
market to one insurer. It is much above the average market
quantity in other countries, between 115 and 160 thousand
people. In this reference, Lithuania is similar to economi-

Table 9. Structure of premiums (life and non-life) in Poland and
Lithuania, in 2002–2003, life and non-life sectors

raeY 2002 3002

dnaloP
efiL 67,24 11,54

efil-noN 42,75 98,45

ainauhtiL
efiL 28,08 54,47

efil-noN 81,91 55,52

Source: [15] and [16]

Table 10. Structure of premiums in selected classes of non-life
insurance, Poland, Lithuania and selected countries of EU-15, in
percentage

Source: own calculation based on [17], [15] and [16].
NOTES: ^ Average data, 1994-2001 years

@ Data for direct gross premium

# Data 2003

* Data 2002

-usnI
ecnar
sessalc

seirtnuoC

^KU
-amreG

^yn
ecnarF

@^
#dnaloP

-uhtiL
*aina

rotoM
elcihev

72 91 41 56 75

-snarT
trop

01 5 1 1 –

&eriF
rehto

ytreporp
segamad

02 42 01 91 71

-ainuceP
ssolyr

01 3 1 4 7

lareneG
ytilibail

01 01 2 4 4

-ediccA
dnatn
ssenkcis

01 62 8 6 4

egarevA
nierahs
51-UE

13 12 61

Table 11. Potential competition in a selected country, 2001

yrtnuoC
noitalupoP
)nlmni(

srerusniforebmuN srerusniforebmuN/noitalupoP

efiL efil-noN latoT efiL efil-noN latoT

ecnarF 5,95 58 192 673 000007 764402 542851

ynamreG 5,28 103 903 016 680472 099662 642531

KU 6,95 691 813 415 280403 124781 359511

dnaloP 6,83 63 53 17 2222701 7582011 266345

ainauhtiL 5,3 9 22 13 988883 190951 309211

Source: own calculation based on [15], [16], [17] and [18]

As appears in Table 9, the structure of premiums in di-
vision into life and non-life sectors is different from the
average value in EU and the tendencies presented in Table
8. In Poland predominates non-life sector, though in the
last 10 years it has been systematically decreasing (also
visible in years 2002–2003). Thus the changes are directed
towards the tendencies occurring on the EU-15 market (with
a, at least, 10-year-delay). Concerning insurance market in
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cally developed countries, which is the result of a smaller
population number, at relatively small number of insurers.

5. Conclusion

Market maturity dealt with a long-term stabilisation in
reference to perfect competition has been the basis of the
assessment of the two insurance markets: Polish and Lithua-
nian. The reference was the data derived from the
developedmature markets of the EU, referred to as the ‘old’
15. The comparison concludes that both researched

markets are not mature yet. They should still be treated
as ‘emerging markets’. It results from a few features: in the
previous years they have been developing much faster than
a competitive market, measured in change dynamics of gross
premiums. Simultaneously, the two basic indicators of in-
surance market connected with the state of economy: den-
sity and penetration significantly differ from generally ac-
cepted standards. The assessment in reference to the divi-
sion of insurance market into two sectors: life and non-life
appears similarly. In the analysed period in the EU-15, there
was a change of the structure of the dominant part from
non-life to life ones. Poland is still the country where non-
life predominates, while in Lithuania life ones do. How-
ever, some changes towards the European average are no-
ticeable. The dominant feature of Polish and Lithuanian
insurance markets is the predominance of motor vehicle
insurance over other sectors, while in the assessed Euro-
pean countries the structure is much more leveled. Finally,
the potential competition available for households and en-
terprises on insurance market is much larger than in both
researched countries. In reference of the population number
to the insurer number, only Poland differs significantly from
the standard.

The calculations presented in the paper have been done
on the basis of available statistic data. Its limited scope
caused that not all the comparisons could have been done.
It concerns, for instance, the competitive structure of mar-
kets (concentration) as well as the structure of life sector of
the market.  The calculation based on average quantities is
also disadvantageous  because of presenting the tendencies
without considering density.

It is clearly noticeable in case of the market  division
into life and non-life sectors. In Ireland, for instance, al-
most 70 % of all insurance sold is life, while in Germany it
is only 40 %. In addition, calculation based on weight av-
erage, with the weight of individual state markets shares in
the total sales market of the European Union (15). Moreo-
ver, tradition of insurance of the populations and their in-

surance consciousness, forming both the need for buying
insurance products and actual purchases, were not consid-
ered. However, the carried out analysis was to conclude
whether Polish and Lithuanian markets aim at ‘standard’
determined by the developed world countries. The changes
observed on both these markets do confirm the hypothesis.
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DRAUDIMO RINKOS BRANDA: LYGINAMOJI LENKIJOS IR LIETUVOS ANALIZĖ

T. Bernat, D. Grundey

Santrauka
Straipsnyje nagrinėjama draudimo rinkos tematika, ypač aktualūs reiškiniai šiai rinkai pasiekus brandos stadiją. Autoriai akcentuoja,

jog išsivysčiusiose pasaulio šalyse rinkos ekonomika – jau seniai vyraujantis rinkos svertas.  Tačiau naujosios Europos Sąjungos (ES)
šalys, įskaitant Lenkiją ir Lietuvą, perėjo daugelį rinkos transformacijų etapų, siekdamos įgyvendinti rinkos ekonomikos principus ir
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drąsiai žvelgdamos į savo „eksperimentų“ rezultatus. Šio straipsnio tikslas – Lenkijos ir Lietuvos draudimo rinkų situacijos vertinimas
ES-15 šalių kontekste. Straipsnyje pagrindžiama hipotezė, jog tirtose šalyse (Lenkijoje ir Lietuvoje), kurios perėjo ekonomikos sistemos
transformacijas, draudimo rinkos funkcionavimas modeliuojamas pagal išsivysčiusių šalių modelius, kurie jau seniai jose funkcionuoja
ir yra ekonomiškai naudingi.

Reikšminiai žodžiai: draudimo rinka, rinkos branda, konkurencija, Lenkija, Lietuva.
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